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# 111  Brooks, Anne Tedlock (1927-1980), Papers, (1927-1980)  
3 boxes, 105 folders 
INTRODUCTION 
 Papers of Anne Tedlock Brooks (1905-1980), a local SE Kansas writer born in Columbus Kansas. 
She was a writer of novels for young people. Brooks attended the Kansas State Teachers College, now 
Pittsburg State University, the University of Oregon, and the University of San Francisco. 
DONOR INFORMATION 
 Currently Unavailable. 
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 
 Anne Tedlock Brooks wrote lots of stories for newspaper serial publication, was editor of Tips 
Universal, wrote for Christian Herald and had more than seven novels published. You can find an 
interview with the author in the Biographical folder in box one.  
SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE 
The Anne Tedlock Brooks Papers consist mainly of correspondence, newspaper clippings, and back 
issues of journal and magazine issues where her stories were published as well as book manuscripts. 
Two items that stand out are the oversized items, the Kansas State Teachers College Life Diploma for 
teachers and a large framed black and white photograph of Anne Brooks. The majority of the collection 
pertains to the writing of her novels and short stories. Many of her novels are over two hundred pages 
long and her short stories are sometimes just a page or two. The short stories are often featured in the 
magazine “Children’s Activities. An interesting note is that there are duplicates of nine issues of 
“Children’s Activities with some issues having up to three duplicates. There are seven issues of the 
“Christian Herald” that have duplicates, including one from May 1944. There are several Serial stories in 
the collection found in newspapers and magazines. Some serials are reprinted in multiple publications. 
For example “Her Path in the Sky” was in the Chicago Daily News and the St. Louis Daily globe-democrat. 
There are more than six serial novels. 
 
FOLDER LIST 
  Oversized Items Series 
1927-05-26.Very large LIfe Diploma for Ruby Tedlock Brooks from Kansas State Teachers College for 
teaching Elementary Junior High and High School 
Date Unknown.  Oversized photograph of Anne Tedlock Brooks 
 
2 Anne Tedlock Brooks Papers 
 
Box 1: Correspondence, Newspaper Clippings, etc. 
Correspondence Series 
Correspondence 1935-1980 
f. 1 Correspondence, 1935 
1935-02-13. Letter from Terry Gertell to Anne T Brooks with duplicate 
1935-03-19. Letter from Leola Zmik to Anne T Brooks, with duplicate 
1935-05-06. Letter from Leola Zmik to Anne T Brooks 
1935-11-12. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T Brooks, with duplicate 
1935-12-06. Letter from Mariella Jackson to Anne T Brooks, with duplicate 
f. 2 Correspondence, 1936 
1936-02-18. Letter from Gussie Jobe to Anne T Brooks 
1936-04-08. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T Brooks requesting more juvenile material , with 
duplicate 
1936-04-20. Letter from May Hilburn to Anne T Brooks welcoming her into the Missouri Writers’ Guild, 
with duplicate 
1936-06-08. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T Brooks, with duplicate  
f. 3 Correspondence, 1937 
1937-01-22. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T. Brooks, with duplicate  
1937-02-19. Letter from J.C. Sindelar to Anne T Brooks and an Agreement in duplicate for sales contract 
for manuscript of one act play, Very Good Sir!, with duplicate 
1937-03-04. Letter from J.C. Sindelar to Anne T Brooks making payment for one-act play, with duplicate  
1937-05-12. Letter from The Writer’s Monthly to Anne T Brooks with duplicate 
1937-08-12. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T Brooks, with duplicate  
1937-11-09. Letter from John Lally to Anne T Brooks, with duplicate 
f. 4 Correspondence, 1938 
1938. Letter from Hellie Carter to Anne T Brooks 
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1938-01-12. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T Brooks about possible publication in Children’s 
Activities with duplicate 
1938-03-18. Letter from Arthur Lafave to Anne T Brooks, with duplicate 
1938-04-08. Belated birthday card from Marcus to Anne T Brooks 
1938-04-13. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T Brooks that discusses possible publications 
1938-05-25. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T Brooks discussing "Lazy histories" & "Melinda of 
Arrow Rock" 
1938-07-21. Letter from William Gorman to Anne T Brooks, sends contract for serial Golden Girl, with 
duplicate 
1938-07-22. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T Brooks sends check for “Little pumpkin”; discusses 
other story 
1938-07-27. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T Brooks asks that proof of a story be read 
1938-08-08. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T Brooks saying that ms. of “Little pumpkin” was lost 
1938-08-22. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T Brooks thanking her for sending carbon of “Little 
pumpkin” 
f. 5 Correspondence, 1939 
1939-04-03. Letter from William Gorman to Anne T Brooks, with duplicate 
1939-10-23. Letter from William Gorman to Anne T. Brooks, with duplicate 
1939-12-09. Letter from Arthur Lafave to Anne T Brooks 
f. 6 Correspondence, 1940 
1940-02-22. Letter from Donna Ashworth to Anne T. Brooks 
1940-02-22b. Letter from Donna Ashworth to Anne T. Brooks 
1940-03-06. Memorandum of Agreement between Anne T. Brooks and Outlet Book Co. to sell Visibility 
Unlimited 
1940-04-30. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T. Brooks giving criticism for "Alan and Molly--Pioneers." 
1940-05-09. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T. Brooks 
1940-07-12. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T. Brooks discusses publication of a story. 
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1940-08-02. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T. Brooks discussing publishing “Allen and Molly—
Pioneers” in Children’s Activities.  
1940-08-14. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T. Brooks discusses pub. Of “Allen and Molly—
pioneers.” 
1940-11-27. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T Brooks 
1940-12-20. Letter from Guy Brown to Anne T Brooks 
f. 7 Correspondence, 1941 
1941-05-26. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T. Brooks. Editor desires to see “Children of Plymouth” 
1941-05-29. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T. Brooks discusses possible publication of “Ginger” 
1941-06-18. Letter from Edith Meyer of Rand McNally to Anne T. Brooks discusses mss of Mrs. Brooks. 
1941-07-05. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T. Brooks 
1941-07-24. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T. Brooks discusses soon to publish work in Children’s 
Activities 
1941-08-13. Letter from Edith Meyer to Anne T. Brooks discusses ms of "Alan and Molly--pioneers." 
1941-08-16. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T. Brooks discusses prep of story for publication in 
Children’s Activities  
1941-10-25. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T. Brooks that indicates interest in publishing a story. 
1941-11-18. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T. Brooks offers criticism of “Children of Plymouth” 
1941-11-25. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T. Brooks 
f. 8 Correspondence, 1942 
1942-00-00. Letter from Gussie Rae to Anne T. Brooks. 
1942-01-21. Letter from Frances W. Marks to Anne T. Brooks discussing "The children of Plymouth" and 
effects of WWII on Children's Activities 
1942-01-26. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T. Brooks. 
1942-02-03. Letter from Frances Marks to Anne T. Brooks. 
1942-02-18. Letter from Frances Keyes to Anne T. Brooks, with duplicate  
1942-05. Letter from Mr. and Mrs. D.W. Bishop to Anne T Brooks 
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1942-05-05. Contract agreement between the Burton Publishing Co. and Anne T. Brooks for  
Paddlewheels Churning  
1942-08-24. Letter from art director of Children's Activities, Guy Brown, to Anne T. Brooks. 
1942-10-09. Letter from May Cameron to Anne T. Brooks accepting Undertow to be published in 1943 
1942-12-01. Letter from Guy Brown to Anne T. Brooks discussing illustrations for a story. 
1942-12-16. Letter from May Cameron to Anne T Brooks 
f. 9 Correspondence, 1943 
1943-01-06. Letter from May Cameron to Anne T. Brooks. 
1943-01-07. Letter from Frances Walton Marks to Anne T. Brooks suggesting details for story to appear 
in Children's Activities. 
1943-01-14. Letter from May Cameron to Anne T. Brooks discussing publication of Undertow. 
1943-02-02. Letter from May Cameron to Anne T. Brooks states contracts shall soon be sent. 
1943-03-24a. Letter from May Cameron to Anne T. Brooks. 
1943-03-24b. Letter from Samuel Curl to May Cameron discusses This side of Heaven. 
1943-03-26. Agreement between Anne T. Brooks and Arcadia House for the publication of Undertow. 
1943-03-30. Letter from May Cameron to Anne T. Brooks discusses writing “This side of Heaven”. 
1943-04-21a. Letter from May Cameron to Anne T. Brooks. Send contracts for "This side of heaven". 
1943-04-21b. Agreement between Arcadia House and Anne T Brooks for the publication of “This Side of 
Heaven”.  
1943-05-19. Letter from May Cameron to Anne T. Brooks discussing syndicated novels. 
1943-06-21. Letter from May Cameron to Anne T. Brooks discussing a few of her books. 
1943-06-24. Letter from May Cameron to Anne T. Brooks announcing a publication. 
1943-07-09. Letter from May Cameron to Anne T. Brooks acknowledging receipt of This Side of Heaven 
manuscript. 
1943-07-29. Letter from May Cameron to Anne T. Brooks discusses books; Brooks’s move to St. Louis. 
1943-08-05. Letter from May Cameron to Anne T. Brooks apologizing for an error. 
1943-08-19. Letter from May Cameron to Anne T. Brooks discusses Flashing Wings and other novels. 
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1943-09-21. Letter from May Cameron to Anne T. Brooks 
1943-10-11. Memorandum of Agreement between the Outlet Book Company and Anne T. Brooks for 
publication of For Tomorrow Only. 
1943-10-14. Letter from Samuel Curl to Anne T. Brooks wishing to see outline of Faculty Wife. 
1943-11-08. Letter from May Cameron to Anne T. Brooks acknowledges receipt of synopsis of Faculty 
Wife. 
1943-11-24. Letter from Samuel Curl to Anne T. Brooks discussing two novels. 
1943-11-27. Memorandum of Agreement Anne T. Brooks and Arcadia House for publication of Faculty 
Wife. 
1943-12-08. Letter from Samuel Curl to Anne T. Brooks. 
f. 10 Correspondence, 1944 
1944-01-19. Letter from Samuel Curl of Arcadia House to Anne T Brooks discussing several books. 
1944-01-26. Letter from Samuel Curl to Anne T Brooks discussing Girl Next Door and Faculty Wife. 
1944-02-10. Letter from Samuel Curl to Anne T Brooks. 
1944-03-08. Letter from Samuel Curl to Anne T Brooks 
1944-07-14a. Letter from May Cameron to Anne T Brooks. Sends copies of This side of heaven. 
1944-07-14b. Letter from Samuel Curl to Anne T Brooks comments on books. 
1944-09-05. Letter from Verna L Wadleigh to Anne T Brooks. 
f.  11 Correspondence, 1945 
1945-01-11. Letter from Samuel Curl to Anne T Brooks. 
f. 12 Correspondence, 1946 
1946-04-18. Letter from May Cameron to Anne T Brooks. 
f.  13 Correspondence, 1947 
1947-01-31. Letter from Cameron May to Anne T Brooks. 
1947-07-14. Letter from Clarence W Hall to Anne T Brooks. Comments on use of serials in periodical 
Christian Herald. 
1947-09-10. Letter from Samuel Curl to Anne T Brooks. 
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1947-10-09. Memorandum of Agreement for book contract for Devil Eyes. 
f. 14 Correspondence, 1948 
1948-02-04. Memorandum of Agreement book deal for Tall Spars by Anne T Brooks. 
1948-05-05. Memorandum of Agreement book deal for Prudent Angel by Anne T Brooks. 
1948-07-16. Memorandum of Agreement book deal for Half a Portion by Anne T Brooks. 
1948-09-13. Memorandum of Agreement book deal for Enchanted Year. 
1948-10-12. Copy of letter to Alice Sachs of Arcadia House to Willis K Wing about Anne T Brooks. 
1948-10-14. Letter to Samuel Curl from Alice Sachs. 
1948-10-19. Letter from Willis Kingsley to Anne T Brooks. 
f. 15 Correspondence, 1949 
1949-03-28. Memorandum of Agreement book deal for the Anne T Brooks novel The Singing Fiddles. 
1949-04-10. Broadside advertising Spring publications of Samuel Curl April 10 publication of Anne T 
Brooks Smoke on the River 
f. 16 Correspondence, 1950 
1950-02-03. Memorandum of Agreement book deal for Anne Brooks's novel Here Comes Julie. 
1950-02-21. Memorandum of Agreement book deal for the Anne Brooks novel The Gay Young Blade. 
1950-04-10Letter from KC Star editor Louis Mecker to Anne Brooks. 
1950-04-21. Memorandum of Agreement book deal for the Anne Brooks novel High Tide. 
1950-07-18. Memorandum of Agreement book deal for the Anne Brooks novel The Senator's Daughter. 
1950-08-29. Letter from Lucy Mabry of Bouregy & Curl to Anne T Brooks wanting to see a manuscript. 
1950-11-01. Letter from Alice Sachs of Arcadia House to Anne T Brooks requesting a new romance. 
1950-11-21. Memorandum of Agreement book deal for the Anne Brooks novel Pirate's Cover. 
f. 17 Correspondence, 1951 
1951-06-04. Letter from Alice Sachs to Anne T Brooks. 
f. 18 Correspondence, 1952 
1952-03-16. Handwritten letter from Odell Prather to Anne T Brooks 
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1952-06-09a. Letter from Alice Sachs to Anne T Brooks encloses contract for Enchanted Island. 
1952-06-09b. Memorandum of Agreement contract for Anne T Brooks’s book Enchanted Island. 
1952-07-15a. Letter from Alice Sachs to Anne T Brooks sending a contract and comments. 
1952-07-15b. Memorandum of Agreement for White Gulls Flying by Anne T Brooks. 
1952-08-01a. Letter from Alice Sachs to Anne T Brooks. 
1952-08-01b. Memorandum of Agreement for Bright Lamp between Anne Brooks and Arcadia House 
1952-08-28. Letter from Alice Sachs to Anne T Brooks. 
f. 19 Correspondence, 1953 
1953-01-12. Letter from Alice Sachs to Anne T Brooks requesting Point Virtue manuscript. 
1953-10-21. Letter from Alice Sachs to Anne T Brooks. 
f. 20 Correspondence, 1954 
1954-03-23. Memorandum of Agreement between Anne Brooks and Arcadia House over Tide Flood. 
1954-10-06a. Letter from Martin Schmitt to Anne T Brooks, acknowledgement of receipt of materials. 
1954-10-06b. Letter from Martin Schmitt to Anne T Brooks, informal letter. 
1954-11-23. Letter from Sidney Belasco to Anne T Brooks discussing details of publishing a book in 
England. 
1954-12-07. Letter from Sidney Belasco to Anne T Brooks concerning the purchasing of publication rights 
for one of her works 
1954-12-15. Letter from Gerald Pollinger to Anne T Brooks. 
f. 21 Correspondence, 1955 
1955-03-10. Letter  from Gerald Pollinger to Anne T Brooks. 
1955-03-28. Memorandum of agreement between Anne Brooks and Foulsham with respect to the novel 
Love came Laughing. 
1955-04-05a. Letter from Alice Sachs and Anne T Brooks. 
1955-04-05b. Memorandum of Agreement between Anne T Brooks and Arcadia House to sell “Come be 
my Love” 
1955-04-19. Letter from Gerald Pollinger to Anne Brooks. 
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1955-05-26. Letter from Gerald Pollinger to Anne T Brooks accepting two novels for publication. 
1955-06-20. Letter from Gerald Pollinger to Anne T Brooks inquiring about forthcoming book and ms. 
1955-09-21. Letter from Verna Wadleigh to Anne T Brooks. 
1955-10-06. Memorandum of Agreement book contract  for The Peacock Feathers. 
f. 22 Correspondence, 1956 
1956-02-13. Letter from Gerald Pollinger to Anne T Brooks discussing attempts to place Point Virtue with 
British publishers. 
1956-10-04. Letter from Gerald Pollinger to Anne T Brooks. States Foulsham shall bring out Love Came 
Laughing under the title Jane Finally Decides. 
f. 23 Correspondence, 1957 
1957-05-28a. Letter from Alice Sachs to Anne Brooks. Editor of Arcadia house encloses contract for "The 
gold rises green" (published as Evergreen girl). 
1957-05-28b. Contract for book The Gold Rises Green with Arcadia House publishers. 
August 6, 1957 New York, NY. Letter between Alice Sachs of Arcadia House Publishers and Anne Tedlock 
Brooks concerning challenges to add Brooks’s “The Gold Rises Green” to be marketed to teenage 
readers through Arcadia House publishing,  
Aug. 27, 1957 Carmel, CA. Letter between Doris Gates Hall and Anne T Brooks concerning what stories 
can be used in a particular reader. The only story that Doris states that meets the needs is “Buffalo Bill” 
after some revision.  
Sept. 11, 1957, Carmel, CA.  Another letter from Doris Gates Hall to Anne T Brooks concerning the good 
possibility that two of Brooks’s stories, “Henry Will Fix It”, and “Young Man with Wings” will be included 
in a textbook. The second story will be considered in a few months because of 6th grade level and further 
edit “Buffalo Bill”.  
Sept. 25, 1957, Carmel, CA. Letter between Doris Gates Hall and Anne T Brooks about revisions that 
Doris made to the story “Buffalo Bill” and suggestions for further changes from Anne.   
Oct. 19, 1957, Carmel, CA. Correspondence between Doris Gates and Anne Tedlock Brooks concerning 
review of “Buffalo Bill” by Dr. Russell as well as “Henry Can Fix It”.  
f. 24 Correspondence, 1958 
1958-06-17a. New York, N.Y.  Correspondence between Alice Sachs and Anne T Brooks concerning an 
outline and future publication of Anne’s book. 
1958-06-17b. Memorandum of Agreement book deal for One Enchanted Summer. 
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1958-09-22. Letter from Anne T Brooks to Eleanor Thomas of Ginn and Co. publishers. 
1958-10-14. Letter from Doris Gates to Anne T Brooks. 
1958-11-04. Letter from Toby Stein to Anne T Brooks. 
1958-11-14. Letter between Toby Stein of Arcadia and Anne T Brooks concerning a request for dust 
jackets for "Enchanted Summer". 
f. 25 Correspondence, 1959 
1959-05-11, New York, N.Y. Letter and rejection of synopsis of the story "Spin a Golden Dream" between 
Alice Sachs of Arcadia House and Anne T Brooks.   
1959-06-16. Memorandum of Agreement for book deal of Centennial Summer. 
1959-09-11. Letter from Virginia Leonard of Ginn And Co. to Anne T Brooks. 
f. 26 Correspondence, 1960 
1960-03-28a. Letter from Anne T Brooks to Alice Sachs. 
1960-03-28b. Memorandum of Agreement for book deal for Blue Camellias. 
1960-12-19. Letter from Eleanor Thomas to Anne T Brooks. 
f. 27 Correspondence, 1961 
1961-05-26a. Letter from Alice Sachs to Anne T Brooks. Editor of Arcadia send contract for book; 
suggests high school age junior romances. 
1961-05-26b. Contract for novel Once Upon a Cruise. 
1961-06-21a, New York, N.Y. Letter between Alice Sachs of Arcadia Publishing and Anne T Brooks about 
publishing a junior romance.  
1961-06-21b. Book deal memorandum of agreement for Senior Year. 
1961-11-03. Letter from editor of Arcadia house, Alice Sachs, to Anne T Brooks. 
f. 28 Correspondence, 1962 
1962-02-06. Letter from Alice Sachs to Anne T Brooks saying that they can't finance a research trip.  
1962-06-15. Letter from Alice Sachs to Anne Tedlock Brooks. 
1962-06-15(16). Memorandum of Agreement for book deal for Holiday Cove. 
f. 29 Correspondence, 1964 
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1964-02-04. Letter from Murray J Pollinger to Anne T Brooks. 
f. 30 Correspondence, 1970 
1970-10-19. Memorandum of agreement for a book deal for One More Camellia 
f. 31 Correspondence, 1971 
1971-02-03. Letter from Alice Sachs to Anne T Brooks providing date of publication of "One more 
Camellia" by Lenox Hill Press is announced; discusses reprint procedures. 
1971-06-08. Letter from Anne T Brooks to Alice Sachs asking about possible reprinting of earlier titles in 
paperback series. 
1971-06-16. Letter from Alice Sachs to Anne T Brooks stating that Lenox Hill press is attempting to sell 
reprint rights of One more Camellia. 
f. 32 Correspondence, 1973 
1973-03-26. Two page handwritten letter from Anne T. Brooks to Gene DeGruson of Pittsburg discussing 
development of Anne's collection at KSCP. 
1973-04-16. A note from Anne T Brooks concerning editorial work for Universal Match Corporation. 
1973-04-24. Letter with envelope from Anne T Brooks to Gene DeGruson discussing arrangements for 
Anne coming to Pittsburg. 
1973-05-29. Letter and envelope from Anne T Brooks to Gene DeGruson. Sends photo for ATB issue of 
Library bulletin. 
1973-07-31. Letter with envelope from Anne T Brooks to Gene DeGruson giving him permission to 
reprint Writing historical fiction in Fall 1973 issue of Porter library bulletin. 
1973-08-26. Letter w/ envelope from Anne T Brooks to Gene DeGruson. Thanks for photographs; offers 
manuscripts. 
1973-08-29. Typed letter from Anne T Brooks to Gene DeGruson discussing teaching career. 
1973-09-10. Letter w/ envelope from Anne T Brooks to Gene DeGruson in which she sends a copy of the 
peacock feather for ATB collection. 
1973-12-22. Letter w/ envelope from Anne T Brooks to Gene DeGruson saying thanks for the ATB issue 
of Library bulletin; requests extra copies and photos to be sent to son. 
1973-12-26. Letter w/ envelope from Anne T Brooks to Gene DeGruson saying thanks for ATB issue of 
Library bulletin. 
f. 33 Correspondence, 1974 
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1974-01-08. Letter w/ envelope from Anne T Brooks to Gene DeGruson thanking him for ATB issue of 
Library bulletin.   
1974-01-21. Letter w/ envelope from Ruey Brooks to Gene DeGruson thanking him for ATB issue of 
Library bulletin. 
1974-01-23. Letter w/ envelope from Sherman Brooks to Gene DeGruson thanking him for ATB issue of 
Library bulletin. 
1974-01-24. Letter w/ envelope from Anne T  Brooks to Gene DeGruson acknowledging receipt of ATB 
photographs. 
1974-01-27. Letter w/ envelope from Anne T Brooks to Gene DeGruson. Sends message for Anne T 
Brooks Collection of Porter Library. 
1974-02-14. Letter w/ envelope from Gladys Tedlock to Gene DeGruson thanking him for ATB issue of 
Library bulletin. 
1974-02-27. Letter w/ envelope from Anne T Brooks to Gene DeGruson. 2 page letter. 
1974-03-16. Two page letter w/ envelope from Anne T Brooks to Gene DeGruson that discusses works; 
asks copy of ATB issue of Library bulletin to be sent to special collections curator of University of 
Oregon. 
1974-04-17. Letter w/ envelope from Anne T Brooks to Gene DeGruson thanking for sending 15 copies 
of the bulletin. 
1974-05-29. Letter w/ envelope from Anne T Brooks to Gene DeGruson recounting visit to Kansas. 
f. 34 Correspondence, 1977 
1977-08-25. New York, N.Y. Letter between Donald MacCampbell Inc. and Anne T. Brooks with an offer 
to have Donald serve as book agent for Anne.  
1977-10-10. Letter from Anne Brooks to Gene DeGruson discusses move to Gladstone and other 
activities. 
1977-11-07. Letter w/ envelope from Anne T Brooks to Mr. DeGruson containing a friendly greeting. 
1977-12-12. New York, N.Y. Letter between Donald MacCampbell Inc. and Anne P. (sic) Brooks 
concerning submitting romances for publication and finding books by Blocklinger. 
1977-12-21. Letter between Donald MacCampbell Inc. and Anne T. Brooks concerning sending her 11 
books 
f. 35 Correspondence, 1978 
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1978-01-12. Letter between Donald MacCampbell, Inc. and Anne T. Brooks saying some of her books are 
good to publish with him and to recover rights to books published with (Arcadia) Alice Sachs which is no 
longer in business. 
1978-01-30. Letter w/ envelope from Anne T Brooks to Gene DeGruson. Thanks for sending xerox copy 
of the peacock feather for use of Western German publisher. 
1978-03-08a. Five year lease to Prestige Books in North America only of three novels by Anne T Brooks 
through Donald MacCampbell, Inc. 
1978-03-08b. Letter  between Donald MacCampbell, Inc. and Anne T. Brooks details on future 
publications with his company. 
1978-03-08c. Letter between Donald MacCampbell, Inc. and Anne T. Brooks updating her on the quality, 
topic, and word count of stories/novels that he is seeking to publish. 
1978-04-08. Letter w/ envelope from Anne T Brooks to Gene DeGruson announcing that Prestige Books, 
N.Y., has accepted 3 titles for reprinting; sends box of misc. items for Anne Tedlock Brooks collection. 
1978-04-11. Letter between Donald MacCampbell, Inc. and Anne T. Brooks telling her to expect checks 
for some of her work and to continue sending in new work. 
1978-04-28. Letter w/ envelope from Anne T Brooks to Mr. DeGruson telling of future publishing plans. 
1978-08-14. Letter between Donald MacCampbell, Inc. and Anne T. Brooks concerning a delay with 
publication, and a note about selling to foreign markets, and need for shorter novels. 
1978-09-11. Letter from Maureen Moran of Donald MacCampbell Inc. about Advance on book "Point 
Virtue" for $1,500 from Tower Books. 
1978-09-14 New York, NY. Contract between author, Anne Tedlock Brooks, and Donald MacCampbell 
Inc. of Tower Publications to publish the book “Point Virtue”  
f. 36 Correspondence, 1979 
1979-05-25. Letter from Donald MacCampbell, Inc. to Anne T Brooks apologizing for delay in writing and 
that the Prestige market will accept longer books after shorter ones run out. 
f. 37, Correspondence, 1980 
1980-01-10. Letter between Maureen Moran of MacCampbell Inc., and Anne T. Brooks noting that she 
will be sent a list of agents by S&S and to check with Doubleday about direct submissions. 
1980-02-19. Letter between Donald MacCampbell and Anne T. Brooks concerning selling Anne's left 
over romance novels that she would sell to Prestige for language rights etc.   
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1980-02-28. Note between Donald MacCampbell and Anne T. Brooks instructing her to send a two page 
outline of a novel at 31,000 words in Arcadia publisher style standards. 
1980-06-30. New York, NY. Royalty Statement for Anne Tedlock Brooks from Donald MacCampbell Inc. 
Tower Publications.  
f. 38, Correspondence, Year Unknown 
Letter from Fela Heineger to Anne T Brooks 
Biographical Series 
f. Blank 39, Biographical, 1925-1940 
1925-07-18. Certificate of preparatory work for Anne Brooks's High School   
1936-05-08 – 1940. List of 18 short stories, serials, etc. from 1936 to Winter 1940 with publication 
details 
1936-1940. Extensive six page list of Novels, including syndicated and serial, short stories, juvenile 
fiction, etc. from 1936-1940. 
1936-05 – 1940-04-20. Missouri Writers Guild list of publications by Anne T Brooks between May 1936 
and April 20, 1940 
1937-05. Membership Card to the Missouri Writers Guild for Anne Tedlock Brooks, May 1937 
1939-05. Membership Card to the Missouri Writers Guild for Anne Tedlock Brooks, May 1939 
1945. An Interview - "Meet Anne Tedlock Brooks" pg. 8 of Slant magazine, St. Louis 1945. 
Photographs Series 
f. 40, Photographs 
40.1 
A. 1940-07. Black and white photo of book display of Anne Tedlock Brooks's "Romance in the 
Sky" in Jefferson City, MO bookstore. Photographed by Anne T Brooks 
B. 1941. Black and white photo of George Caleb Bingham home, photographed by Anne T Brooks 
40.2 
A. Date Unknown. Black and white photo of group of professionals [Possibly MO Writers Guild] 
B. Fall 1941 Convention. Photo of some members of the Missouri Writers’ Guild in front of the  
George Caleb Bingham home, Arrow Rock, MO. Photographed by Anne Tedlock Brooks. 




 A. Undated portrait of Anne T Brooks 
B. 1936-05-03 Anne T Brooks and Gussie Brown, the new 1935-36 MO Writers’ Guild members, 
at Jay 14 Neff House, U. of MO., May 3, 1936. Photograph by Estelle Finnegan 
40.4 
A. 1936-05-03. Anne T. Brooks and Gussie Brown MO Writers Guild members at Jay 14, Neff 
House, U. of MO. Photographed by Estelle FInnegan 
B. 1936-05-03. Estelle Finnegan and Gussie Brown at Neff House, U. of MO, May 3, 1936 
photographed by Anne T Brooks 
1945-01. Photograph of William Marcus Brooks featured as cover for Universal Tips vol. 1, no. 10 
Missouri Writers Guild Programs Series 
Folder, 41 Missouri Writers Guild Programs, 1936-1942 
Date Unknown. Writers’ Guild Banquet, Judy Sallee’s Variety Hour 
1936-03-30. Umbrella, Jefferson City Writers Club Banquet program May 30, 1936 
1938-nd-nd. Missouri Writers Guild program “Television Tella-Version in Writer’s Language”,  Anne T 
Brooks 
1938-02-28. Annual Banquet program of the Jefferson City chapter of the Missouri Writers Guild, 
“Mirrors of Life” February 28, 1938 
1938-03-26. Small yellow booklet, Kansas City Chapter of the Missouri Writers Guild Annual Banquet 
program, March 26, 1938. 
1940. Banquet program for MO Writers Guild, 1940, Guildania A-Z list for fun 
1941-05-13. MO Writers Guild 1941 Annual Banquet program 
1942-04-21. MO Writers Guild 1942 Annual Banquet program 
Journalism Week Series, School of Journalism U. of MO 
Folder 42, Annual Journalism Week 1936-1939 
1936-05-04. The Tuesday May 4th schedule for Journalism Week, with duplicate  
1936-05-04. True Confession Banquet Program 
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1939-05-09. Journalism Week Schedule for May 9, 1939 
Serial Stories Series 
f. 43, Serial stories, 1938 
[1938]. The Chicago Daily News, "Perfect for Romance" by Anne T Brooks, Two-week serial Novelette 
1938. The Chicago Daily News two-week serial novelette "Studio Girl" by Anne T Brooks 
f. 44, Serial stories, 1939 part 1 
[1939]. Complete 30 chapters of “I take this man” by Anne T Brooks, first run serial novel, Philadelphia , 
Ledger syndicate, 3 copies 
f. 45, Serial stories, 1939 part 2 
1939. "Silver Tinsel" by Anne T Brooks, Chicago Daily News, two-week serial novelette 
1939-05. "Her path in the Sky" by Anne T Brooks, Chicago Daily News, 1939, two-week serial novelette 
1939-05-08 -05-20. "Her path in the Sky" by Anne T Brooks, St. Louis Daily globe-democrat, May 8-20, 
1939 
f. 46, Serial stories, 1939-40 
1939. Chicago Daily News Syndicate, advertisement for "Silver tinsel" by Anne T Brooks 
1939-12-05-16. "Silver tinsel" serial story by Anne T Brooks, St Louis Daily globe-democrat Dec 5-16, 
1939 
1939-40. A delightful original serial novel “All that Glitters” by Anne T Brooks, Philadelphia, Ledger 
syndicate 
f. 47, Serial stories, 1940 
[1940]. "Flashing Wings" by Anne T Brooks, Philadelphia: Ledger Syndicate, 36 chapters 
1940.”I take this man” a sparkling new serial by Anne T Brooks in Jefferson City Post-tribune, first 5 
chapters 
1940-03. Advertisement for “I take this man" a sparkling new serial story by Anne T Brooks, Philadelphia 
Ledger Syndicate, March 1940 
1940-08-08. "Flashing Wings" in the Kansas City Times Aug. 1940 
f. 48, Serial stories, 1942 
1942. "And One Flew West" by Anne T Brooks in The Chicago Daily News, Two-week serial novelette 
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1942-09-29. “The Keening family”, by Anne T Brooks, serial story in 12 chapters, in Chicago Daily News 
1942-12. "And one flew West" serial by Anne T Brooks, Chicago daily news, Dec. 7-20, 1942, lacking 
chapters 1 and 13 
f. 49, Serial stories, 1957 
1957-01-15. “The peacock feather” by Anne T Brooks in the KC Star 
Publications Series  
 Sub-Series 1: Newspaper Clippings 1936-1973 
f. 50, Newspaper Clippings, 1936 
1936. The Evening Story = “Rival Charmer”, serial story  
1936-03. "J.C. Writers Club Elects Officers" 
1936.03-29. Will Address Writers Club  
1936-05. “J.C. Writers' Club to meet Monday” 
1936-05-02. Clip w/ photo announcing Anne Brooks of Jefferson City, M.O. as a "Member of Missouri 
Writers Guild" in May 2, 1936 issue of Post-Tribune 
1936-05-03. Member of Missouri Writers Guild Mrs. Mark Brooks to be introduced to guild 
1936-05-03. "Local Writer to Receive Guild Pin", Post-tribune, with duplicate 
1936-05-04. News article in the Post-tribune "Local Writer to Receive Guild Pin", about Anne T Brooks 
receiving a pin designating membership in Missouri Writers Guild. 
1936-05-04 – 1936-05-09. Twenty-Seventh Annual Journalism Week handout, May 4 to 9, 1936 School 
of Journalism U. of Missouri 
1936-05-08. Interview with newspaper editor “True Story” 
1936-05-11. Writers’ Club to hear speaker 
1936-05-14. Ruby Tedlock-Brooks member of writers’ guild presented with membership pin, Modern 
Light newspaper 
1936-06-25. First adult short-short, “Rival charmer”, in Chicago Daily News on June 25, 1936 
1936-12-20. Newspaper article “Jefferson City Writers Club Full Fledged Member of State Guild and Well 
Known” about vice-president of club Anne T Brooks, with duplicate 
f. 51, Newspaper Clippings, 1937 
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1937-05-02. [4 active writers featured including Anne Brooks] Active in Writers Guild & 3 Local Writers 
Join Guild  
1937-05-04. “Award to Percival Prim” in The Kansas City Star 
f. 52, Newspaper Clippings, 1938 
1938-01-09. Mrs. Mark Brooks first novel "Perfect for Romance" has been syndicated, with photo 
1938-02-28. Missouri Division Bulletin – American Association of University Women (highlights Mrs. 
Brooks’s publications) 
1938-03-01. Newspaper Article “Society – Annual Banquet of Writers Guild- Outstanding Event 
1938-04-17. Photo spot in KC Star of Mrs. John Gasparotti with short description of book prize winner 
05-09-[1938]a. Writers’ Guild Presents Awards 
05-09-[1938]b. Writers’ Guild Presents Awards – Marguerite Hill given plaque as Journalism Week Opens 
at Mo. U. 
1938-05-10a.The Columbia Missourian "Twenty-Ninth Journalism Week Opens - Writers Guild Starts 
Program with Armstrong Presiding 
1938-05-10b. Assistant professor of journalism addresses writers, Columbia Missourian. 
1938-05-10c. Article "Wins Writers Guild Award" Mrs. Anne Tedlock Brooks of Jefferson City is honored 
1938-07-15. Article about Anne T Brooks, “Writers Guild Accepts Graduate as a new Member” in 
Collegio newspaper, with duplicate 
1938-07-23. “Writers Guild Enjoys Annual Picnic Meeting”, Springfield Star Press 
1938-10-25. Clip, “Another Jefferson City writer has broken into the Big League of Romance” in News. 
Anne T Brooks, with duplicate 
1938-11-14. “Anne Tedlock Brooks is Interviewed by journalism student”. Jefferson City High School 
f. 53, Newspaper Clippings, 1939 
1939. Article “Syndicates Sixth Serial Novel” 
1939-01-13. Collegio clip about Anne T Brooks "Alumnus Wins Recognition" 
1939-02-28. News clip “Mrs. Brooks Hostess to Writers Guild”  
1939-05-09a. “Journalism Week Program” in Columbia Missourian 
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1939-05-09b. Homer Croy, “Writer Speaks here” and “Journalism Week Speaker” Frances Whiting in 
Columbia Missourian  
1939-05-09c. “Croy Says Profit For Journalists Is In Hollywood” in Columbia Missourian 
1939-05-10. “Journalism Week Program gets Underway” and Miss Hill “Wins Journalism Honor” in 
Kansas City TImes 
1939-05-11. “Journalism week at Missouri U.” in St. Louis Daily Globe-Democrat 
1939-05-28. “Missouri and Kansas Authors are Active” in KC Journal 
1939-12. Ad for “Silver Tinsel” by Anne T Brooks & Airline Hostess Honored at Luncheon 
1939-12-24. “The Pink Wool Jacket” by Anne Tedlock Brooks in newspaper 
f. 54, Newspaper Clippings, 1940-1949 
1940-01-19. Clipping “Social Events” 
1940-08-09a. “Perfect for Romance”, a two week serial by Anne T Brooks in KC Star, 2pgs  
1940-08-09b. “Flashing Wings” a 30 day serial by Anne T Brooks in KC Star 
1940-08-11. “A day on a Swedish Farm” by Anne T Brooks in the St. Joseph News-press, Aug. 11, 1940, p. 
12-B and 13-B 
1940-11-05. Article in Jefferson City Post-tribune "Novels by Mrs. Brooks for January Release" 
1941[1942] Four short blurbs/reviews of the novel "Paddlewheels Churning" by Anne T Brooks from 
several different newspapers 
1942-09-nd. Article in Jefferson City Post-Tribune “Mrs. Brooks Latest Novel on Display here This Week” 
1945-05. Anne Tedlock Brooks, Founder, Editor of Universal TIPS resigns her position 
1946-05-05.Triplicate copies of article “’Best Unpublished Manuscript’ About St. Louis, to Appear as a 
Novel” in St. Louis Globe, Novel by Anne T Brooks 
1946-05-26. Article about Anne T Brooks, “Former Capital City Woman’s Novel Wins National Award” in 
Sunday May 26, 1946 issue of The Sunday News and Tribune.   
1946-06-02. Article on Anne T Brooks “Winner of literary prize visitor here” in June 2, 1946 edition of 
Wichita, KS BEACON 
1946-06-20. Article about Anne T Brooks “Mrs. Brooks cited by Washington group” in Newport OR News  
1947-03-07. Article from Portland Journal March 7, 1947 "Author Immigrates", announces move of Anne 
T Brooks from Oregon to Missouri 
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1947-05-14. Article "Local author to Autograph Book" in Newport Journal announces that Anne T Brooks 
to autograph 'Only the Gulls Cry" at book nook 
1949. Clipping "St. Louis Novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks", Kansas City Star, undated clipping circa [1949] 
1949-12-01. Article in Newport News "NEWS to print Brooks novel" announces serialization of "Love 
Came Laughing" 
f. 55, Newspaper Clippings, 1950-1959 
1950-02-08. Article in the Collegio newspaper "Graduate of PItt State reaches top as writer" about Anne 
T Brooks 
1950-09-21. Article “Anne Brooks’ Novel praised by historians” in Sept. 21, 1950 issue of Newport News 
1953-02-19. Newport  News article “Anne Brooks novel appears early in week” discusses ‘White gulls 
flying’ 
1959-01-22. Newport News article “Mrs. Brooks honored with book” 
f. 56. Newspaper Clippings, 1970-79 
1973-05-22. Article in Columbus Daily Advocate about Anne T Brooks “KSCP Library Honors Author who 
was born in Columbus”, two copies 
f. 57. Newspaper Clippings, Undated 
Date Unknown.  Perfect for Romance by Anne Tedlock Brooks, The Detroit News 
Date Unknown.  Mrs. Finnegan Hostess to Writers Guild 
Date Unknown.  A new and thrilling 2-week serial "Studio Girl" by Anne T Brooks Starts today in the 
Women's Section 
Date Unknown.  Newspaper Advertisement for “Flashing Wings” by Anne Tedlock Brooks 
Date Unknown.  News article "Mrs. Brooks Hostess to Writers Guild" 
Date Unknown.  Article "Local authors enrolled in National League" 
Date Unknown.  "Writers' Guild Officers Attending Journalism Week Sessions" 
Date Unknown.  Novel by Mrs. Mark Brooks is Published in Metropolitan Papers 
Date Unknown.  Anne Tedlock Brooks "Tell me a Story Lady" made debut on KWOS 
Date Unknown.  On the Air With KWOS Schedule 
Date Unknown.  Local Writer Recipient of Guild Award 
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Date Unknown.  Missouri Writers Guild Holds Monthly Meeting 
Date Unknown.  Chicago Daily News.  A new two-week serial begins "Her path in the Sky" by Anne T 
Brooks 
Date Unknown.  Mrs. Mark Brooks Addresses Senior Scouts 
Date Unknown.  Anne T Brooks “Tell Me a Story Lady” on air at 5:15 every Mon, Tue, Wed, and Fri. 
Date Unknown.  What Missouri and Kansas Authors are Doing 
Date Unknown.  Writers’ Guild makes two awards, Glenn Taylor and Anne Brooks 
Date Unknown.  “Fulton Woman Wins Writers’ Guild Award” 
Date Unknown.  Large Sales Reported by J.C. Writers Guild 
Date Unknown.  In the News Today, table of contents 
Date Unknown.  Chicago Syndicate published "Perfect for Romance" a two-week serial 
Date Unknown.  Advertisement for a new two-week serial "Perfect for Romance" in the Daily News 
Date Unknown.  First manuscript rejection of "Peter Finds the Wishing Well" from Child Life editor 
Marjorie Barrows 
Date Unknown. Novel Writing Talk for Writers Guild 
Date Unknown. On Reading a Friend’s Novel 
Date Unknown. Mrs. HIlburn to Head Writers Guild 
Date Unknown. Armstrong to head Missouri Writers’ Guild – Mrs. Shaw, Miss Wallace Chosen Vice-
Presidents 
Date Unknown. No year given.06-30. Remittance Advice for your records, Chicago Daily News 
Date Unknown. Cross Country by Anne Tedlock Brooks in newspaper [looks like serial] 
Date Unknown. Full 2 page ad for syndicated novel “All that Glitters” by Anne Tedlock Brooks 
Date Unknown. Newspaper serial story "I Take This Man" by Anne T Brooks published in Post-Tribune 
[day 1, chapter 1 of story] 
Date unknown. “Rival Charmer” by Anne T Brooks, Newspaper clip unidentified 
Sub-series: Christian Herald 
f. 58, Christian Herald, 1940 
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1940-11. Nov. 1940 issue of Christian Herald with short story “Best of Everything”, pg. 26 
f. 59,  Christian Herald, 1941 
1941-10. First published novel "Paddlewheels Churning" by Anne T Brooks serialized in Christian Herald 
October 1941, pg. 21-24 
1941-10. October 1941 issue of Christian Herald “Paddlewheels Churning Part I, Story Missing! 
1941-11. First published novel "Paddlewheels Churning" by Anne T Brooks PART II serialized in Christian 
Herald November 1941, pg. 22-24 
1941-11. November 1941 issue of Christian Herald "Paddlewheels Churning" Part II by Anne T Brooks pg. 
22, with duplicate 
1941-12. December 1941 issue of Christian Herald “Paddlewheels Churning” Part III by Anne T Brooks 
pg. 28 
Folder 60, Christian Herald, 1942 
1942-01. January 1942 issue of Christian Herald “Paddlewheels Churning Part 4” by Anne T Brooks p. 27 
1942-02. February 1942 issue of Christian Herald “Paddlewheels Churning Part 5” by Anne T Brooks p.36   
1942-03. March 1942 issue of Christian Herald “Paddlewheels Churning Part 6” by Anne T Brooks p.26   
1942-04. April 1942 issue of Christian Herald “Paddlewheels Churning, Conclusion” by Anne T Brooks 
p.23   
Folder 61, Christian Herald, If Stars were Loaves 1943-1944 
1943-07. Christian Herald July 1943, Serial on pg. 22 “If Stars were Loaves” Part I by Anne T Brooks 
1943-08. Christian Herald August 1943 with duplicate, "If Stars were Loaves" Part II, pg. 24, by Anne T 
Brooks 
1943-09.Christian Herald September 1943, "If Stars were Loaves" by Anne T Brooks Part 3, pg. 30, three 
copies 
1943-10. Christian Herald October 1943, "If Stars were Loaves" by Anne T Brooks Part 4, pg. 30, with 
duplicate 
1943-11. Christian Herald November 1943. "If Stars were Loaves" by Anne T Brooks Part 5, p. 36, with 
duplicate 
1943-12. Christian Herald December 1943. “If Stars were Loaves” by Anne T Brooks Part 6, p. 30 with 
duplicate 
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1944-01. Christian Herald January 1944. "If Stars were Loaves" by Anne T Brooks serial Conclusion, p. 32, 
with duplicate 
f. 62, Christian Herald, 1944 
1944-05. May 1944 issue of Christian Herald “Nothing’s Changed” by Anne T Brooks, p. 23, with 
duplicate 
Other Publications Sub-Series 
f. 63, Other Publications, 1938-1945 
[1936] MO Writers’ Guild, Jefferson City chapter, Something singing: an anthology of verse, “Juvenile 
verse” by Anne Tedlock Brooks, p. 44-45 
1936-02. February 1936 issue of Junior Home for Mothers, "Oof joins the circus", p. 53, a 3 part story by 
Anne T Brooks 
1938-04. April 1938 issue of Writer’s Monthly, “Do’s and Don’t’s for Juveniles”  by Anne T Brooks, p. 
109-111 
1940-03. March 1940 issue of American Childhood "Conchita's Jar: a story of old Mexico" by Anne T 
Brooks, pg. 41-42, with duplicate inside magazine 
1945-08. August 1945 issue of Min & Chem, “Match play” by Anne T Brooks, pgs. 8-9 
Scrapbook Series  
f. 64, Scrapbook 1940 
"I take this man" by Anne Tedlock Brooks, Jefferson City Post-tribune March to April 1940, Chapters 2-
13, 20-25, and 27-30 in scrapbook 
Miscellaneous Series 
f. 65, Miscellaneous  
Date Unknown. Newspaper Advertisement for serial story "Perfect for Romance" by Anne T Brooks 
Date Unknown. New and Forthcoming Gramercy Novels includes “Romance in the Sky” by Anne T 
Brooks 
1940-03. March 25, 1940 Annual Banquet of MO Writers Guild program, Literature as an Art, & News 
article “New Novel by Mrs. Brooks Starts in this Issue” – I Take This Man by Anne Tedlock Brooks  March 
4, 1940 
1940-04-27. The Library of Congress one day access card to collections in American history for Anne T. 
Brooks by V.W. Clapp 
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1940-04-28. Brightwood Park Methodist Church, Sunday bulletin 
1940-04-30. United States Senate Chamber admission card for Anne T Brooks to the reserved gallery for 
all of 76th congress 
1940-05. Washington, D.C. activities brochure for May 1940 
1940-05-07. Journalism Week Program 1940-05-06-1940-1940-05-11, Missouri Writers Guild Annual 
Banquet luggage design May 7, 1940, and partial list of Anne T Brooks 1940 publications and list of 
publishers. 
1941. The Pioneer Alabaster Company - The original manufacturers of Alabaster in CO - Brochure   
1941-03-09. March 9, 1941 Mrs. Mark Brooks Elected President & University Sociologist to speak at 
Annual Writers Guild Dinner & 32nd annual Journalism Week Program, U. of MO  from May 13-17, 1941  
1941-03-17. Program for the Fifth Annual dinner for Jefferson City Chapter of MO Writers’ Guild, news 
clip “Mrs. Mark Brooks was a speaker at the state convention”, Black and White profile photo of Anne T 
Brooks, and three black and white photo. Top photo of guild members at George Caleb Bingham home, 
second photo three women near a grave, and bottom photo several people near a tavern 
1941-04. Who's who in the April 1941 issue of Children's Activities. Pages 8-10 Alan and Molly - Pioneers 
by Anne T Brooks 
1941. The pioneer alabaster company, Fort Collins CO Advertising brochure 
1942. Paddlewheels Churning by Anne T Brooks, book summary and promotional listing  
1967. Brooks, Anne Tedlock, "Who's who of American women a biographical dictionary of notable living 
women in USA and other countries 
 
Box 2 Publications 1935-1980  
 
Children's Activities [Magazine] Sub-Series of Publications 
f. 66, Children's Activities 1937 
1937-11. November 1937 issue of Children’s Activities, story “Gustav and Signe” by Anne T Brooks on 
pgs. 6-7; 40. With duplicate  
1937-12. December 1937 issue of Children’s Activities, story “Gustav and Signe – Another story of 
lapland” pgs. 8-9; 43. With duplicate 
f. 67, Children's Activities, 1938 
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1938-01. January 1938 issue of Children's Activities, "Skippy's Riddle" by Anne T Brooks, pg. 15, with 
duplicate 
1938-09. September 1938 issue of Children's Activities, "Melinda at Arrow Rock" by Anne T Brooks, pgs. 
12-13; 38-39 
1938-10. October 1938 issue of Children's Activities, "Little pumpkin" by Anne T Brooks pg. 17 & 39 
f. 68, Children’s Activities, 1939  
1939-09. September 1939 issue of Children’s Activities 
f. 69, Children’s Activities, 1941A 
1941-01. January 1941 issue of Children's Activities, "Alan and Molly- Pioneers" pg. 2    
1941-02. February 1941 issue of Children's Activities pg. 4 "Alan and Molly - Pioneers" by Anne T Brooks 
1941-03. March 1941 issue of Children’s Activities “"Alan and Molly - Pioneers" by Anne T Brooks p. 8 
1941-04. April 1941 issue of Children’s Activities “"Alan and Molly - Pioneers" by Anne T Brooks p. 8 
1941-05. May 1941 issue of Children's Activities "Alan and Molly- Pioneers" by Anne T Brooks, p. 10 
1941-06. June 1941 Issue of Children’s Activities “Alan and Molly-Pioneers” by Anne T Brooks p. 4 
Folder 70, Children's Activities 1941B 
1941-09. September 1941 Issue of Children’s Activities “Allen and Molly – Pioneers” by Anne T Brooks, p. 
8 
1941-10. October 1941 Issue of Children's Activities “Allen and Molly – Pioneers” by Anne T Brooks, p.6 
1941-11. November 1941 Issue of Children’s Activities “Allen and Molly – Pioneers” by Anne T Brooks, 
p.6 
1941-12. December 1941 Issue of Children's Activities 
f. 71, Children’s Activities,  1942  
1942-01. January 1942 issue of Children’s Activities “Alan and Molly- Pioneers” by Anne T Brooks p. 8, 
with duplicate 
1942-12. December 1942 issue of Children's Activities 
Folder 72, Children's Activities, 1943 
1943-01. January 1943 issue of Children’s Activities   
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1943-02. February 1943 issue of Children’s Activities “Children of Plymouth” by Anne T Brooks, pg. 12 
1943-03. March 1943 issue of Children’s Activities “Children of Plymouth” by Anne T Brooks, pg. 6 
1943-04. April 1943 issue of Children’s Activities “Children of Plymouth” by Anne T Brooks, pg. 4 
1943-05. May 1943 issue of Children’s Activities “Children of Plymouth” by Anne T Brooks, pg. 10 
1943-06. June 1943 issue of Children’s Activities “Children of Plymouth” by Anne T Brooks, pg. 8, 2 
copies of story 
Folder 73, Children's Activities, 1945 
1945-11. November 1945 issue of Children’s Activities “A Visit to the Home of Mark Twain” by Anne T 
Brooks, p. 32, with duplicate 
Folder 74, Children's Activities, 1951 
1951-01. January 1951 issue of Children’s Activities “Beyond the Shining Mountains” by Anne T Brooks 
pg. 4 
1951-02. February 1951 issue of Children's Activities “Beyond the Shining Mountains” by Anne T Brooks 
pg. 6, with duplicate 
1951-03. March 1951 issue of Children’s Activities “Beyond the Shining Mountains” by Anne T Brooks pg. 
4, with duplicate 
1951-04. April 1951 issue of Children’s Activities “Beyond the Shining Mountains” by Anne T Brooks pg. 
8, with triplicate  
1951-05. May 1951 issue of Children’s Activities  
1951-06. June 1951 issue of Children’s Activities “Beyond the Shining Mountains” by Anne T Brooks pg. 6 
with duplicate 
1951-09. September 1951 issue of Children’s Activities “Beyond the Shining Mountains” by Anne T 
Brooks pg.8 with duplicate 
1951-10. October 1951 issue of Children’s Activities “Beyond the Shining Mountains” by Anne T Brooks 
pg. 10 
Mothers’ Activities [Magazine] Sub-Series of Publications 
f. 75, Mothers’ Activities, 1936 
1936-03. March 1936 issue of Mothers’ Activities “Oof’s first train ride” by Anne T Brook pg. 94 
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1936-04. April 1936 issue of Mothers’ Activities “Oof saves the circus” by Anne T Brooks pg. 112-13 Page 
113 Missing! 
Writer’s Digest [Magazine] Sub-Series of Publications 
f. 76, Writer’s Digest 1940-1949 
1940-04. April 1940 issue of Writer’s Digest, “What the Well-dressed syndicate serial wears” by Anne T 
Brooks pg. 33-34 
1942-09. September 1942 issue of Writer’s Digest “Writing Historical Fiction” pg. 40-43 by Anne T 
Brooks 
Universal Tips [Magazine] Sub-Series of Publications 
f. 77, Universal Tips 1944-45 
1944-04. April 1944 issue of Universal Tips, duplicate 
1944-05. May 1944 issue of Universal Tips. 
1944-07. July 1944 issue of Universal Tips 
1944-08. August 1944 issue of Universal Tips, with duplicate 
1944-10. October 1944 issue of Universal Tips, with duplicate 
1944-11. November 1944 issue of Universal Tips, with duplicate 
1944-12. December 1944 issue of Universal Tips 
1945-01. January 1945 issue of Universal Tips, 10 copies  
1945-02. February 1945 issue of Universal Tips, three copies 
1945-03. March 1945 issue of Universal Tips, duplicate 
1945-04. April 1945 issue of Universal Tips 
1945-05. May 1945 issue of Universal Tips 
1945-06. June 1945 issue of Universal Tips, duplicate 
1945-07. July 1945 issue of Universal Tips 
1945-08. August 1945 issue of Universal Tips, 3 copies 
1945-09. September 1945 issue of Universal Tips, duplicate 
1945-10. October 1945 issue of Universal Tips 
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Box 3: Manuscripts  
Manuscript Series 
f. 78, Synopsis  
Date Unknown. Three page typed synopsis of "One Enchanted Summer" by Anne Tedlock Brooks 
f. 79, Manuscript of Once upon a cruise 
Date Unknown. "Once upon a cruise" by Anne T Brooks manuscript of novel 198p., (Arcadia House) 
Crown pub. 
f. 80, Manuscript of One enchanted summer 
Date Unknown. “One Enchanted Summer” by Anne T Brooks manuscript of novel 203p., Pub. By Crown 
pub. N.Y. (Arcadia house) 
f. 81, Manuscript of One more Camilla 
Date Unknown. “One more camellia” by Anne Tedlock Brooks 230p. manuscript 
f. 82, Manuscript of Spin a Dream 
Date Unknown. “Spin a dream” by Anne Tedlock Brooks 198p. A teenage romance; Crown pub. (Arcadia 
House) 
f.83, Manuscript of Tawn Delaney 
1955-11. “Tawn Delaney” a Novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 199p. (Uncorrected) First Carbon. Crown 
publisher 
f. 84, Manuscript of Holiday Cove 
Date Unknown. “Holiday Cove” by Anne Tedlock Brooks 196p. pub. By Crown pub. N.Y. (Arcadia House) 
f. 85, Manuscript of White Camellias 
Date Unknown. “White Camellias” by Anne Tedlock Brooks 201p. Pub. By Arcadia House (Crown pub. 
N.Y.) 
f. 86 Manuscript of Centennial Summer by chapter (20), Chapter 1 & 2  
Date Unknown. “Centennial Summer” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 201 p. Chapters 1 & 2 
f. 87 Manuscript of Centennial Summer Ch. 3 & 4 
Date Unknown. “Centennial Summer” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 201 p. Chapters 3 & 4 
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f. 88 Manuscript of Centennial Summer Ch. 5 & 6 
Date Unknown. “Centennial Summer” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 201 p. Chapters 5 & 6 
f. 89 Manuscript of Centennial Summer Ch. 7 & 8 
Date Unknown. “Centennial Summer” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 201 p. Chapters 7 & 8 
f. 90 Manuscript of Centennial Summer Ch. 9 & 10 
Date Unknown. “Centennial Summer” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 201 p. Chapters 9 & 10 
f. 91, Manuscript of Centennial Summer Ch. 11 & 12 
Date Unknown. “Centennial Summer” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 201 p. Chapters 11 & 12 
f. 92, Manuscript of Centennial Summer Ch. 13 & 14 
Date Unknown. “Centennial Summer” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 201 p. Chapters 13 & 14 
f. 93, Manuscript of Centennial Summer Ch. 15 & 16 
Date Unknown. “Centennial Summer” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 201 p. Chapters 15 & 16 
f. 94, Manuscript of Centennial Summer Ch. 17 & 18 
Date Unknown. “Centennial Summer” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 201 p. Chapters 17 & 18 
f. 95, Manuscript of Centennial Summer Ch. 19 & 20 
Date Unknown. “Centennial Summer” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 201 p. Chapters 19 & 20 
 
On storage envelope for Peacock Feather manuscript 
 
The Peacock Feather 
                      Published 
America & Canada (Crown Pub.) Arcadia House 
England – Foulsham of London 
                                 1956 
f. 96, Manuscript of Peacock Feather by chapter (19) Ch. 1 & 2 
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1956. “The Peacock Feather” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 200 p., Crown pub. Ch. 1 & 2 
f. 97, Manuscript of Peacock Feather  Ch. 3 & 4 
1956. “The Peacock Feather” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 200 p., Crown pub. Ch. 3 & 4 
f. 98, Manuscript of Peacock Feather  Ch. 5 & 6 
1956. “The Peacock Feather” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 200 p., Crown pub. Ch. 5 & 6 
f. 99, Manuscript of Peacock Feather  Ch. 7 & 8 
1956. “The Peacock Feather” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 200 p., Crown pub. Ch. 7 & 8 
f. 100, Manuscript of Peacock Feather  Ch. 9 & 10 
1956. “The Peacock Feather” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 200 p., Crown pub. Ch. 9 & 10 
f. 101, Manuscript of Peacock Feather  Ch. 11 & 12 
1956. “The Peacock Feather” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 200 p., Crown pub. Ch. 11 & 12 
f. 102, Manuscript of Peacock Feather Ch. 13 & 14 
1956. “The Peacock Feather” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 200 p., Crown pub. Ch. 13 & 14 
f. 103, Manuscript of Peacock Feather Ch. 15 & 16 
1956. “The Peacock Feather” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 200 p., Crown pub. Ch. 15 & 16 
f. 104, Manuscript of Peacock Feather Ch. 17 & 18 
1956. “The Peacock Feather” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 200 p., Crown pub. Ch. 17 & 18 
f. 105, Manuscript of Peacock Feather Ch. 19 
1956. “The Peacock Feather” a novel by Anne Tedlock Brooks 200 p., Crown pub. Ch. 19 
 
